
Improving §457(f) Plans for 
Credit Union Executives



Traditional §457(f) plans can be effective executive retention tools but they have 
significant drawbacks, including:

Offering the organization inferior rates of return on dollars invested 

Requiring the retiring executive to reinvest remaining post-tax assets in a taxable environment

Lack of a death benefit for the executive’s heirs at his/her demise; rather, they receive only what has 
accumulated in the plan up to that date
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COMPETITION FOR 
KEY TALENT HAS 
NEVER BEEN MORE 
PREVALENT THAN IT  
IS TODAY

TRADITIONAL §457(f) PLAN DESIGNS
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3.

Providing a Supplemental Executive Retirement 
Plan (SERP) to key executives significantly 
enhances an organization’s ability to attract, reward, 
and retain its most important people.

One of the most popular SERP designs used by 
credit unions is a §457(f) plan. It can be funded 
with amounts necessary to provide a defined 
benefit to the executive upon retirement or with 
periodic contributions over time in  
agreed-upon amounts.

Upon retirement, the executive is responsible for 
paying all of the taxes, in a lump sum, at ordinary 
income rates. In some states, that can mean that 
more than half of an executive’s retirement benefit 
will end up going to the government.

Before your organization considers installing 
a traditional §457(f) or if it already has one in 
place, please consider the following:
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ACUMEN INSURANCE 
SOLUTION’S §457(f) 
PLAN DESIGNS

§457(f) FUNDING 
REQUIREMENT BY CREDIT 
UNION FOR EXECUTIVE

Acumen’s plan designs provide a 
death benefit or self-completing 
feature equal to the full value of  
the executive’s projected  
retirement benefit. In addition,  
these designs:

Offer a more tax-efficient solution 
for the executive to receive 
retirement benefits resulting in  
30-40% more after-tax income

Include an investment vehicle for the 
retiring executive that has historically 
provided both a competitive return 
and a principal guarantee

Can be implemented with no 
additional cost or  burden on the 
organization
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If your organization is thinking about installing a §457(f) plan, or if it already has 
one in place, let’s talk! We can help you decide if our customized plan designs are 
worthwhile considering in your situation.

833.3 acumen | acumeninsurancesolutions.com


